
Introduction
Palaeolithic archaeology, like other fields, faces unique 

challenges. Specifically, it deals with sparse, often incomplete data, and 
is often reliant on public interest for funding. Thus, palaeoarchaeology
as it is practiced in theory is often different from palaeoarchaeology as it 
is practiced in reality, as the questions being asked are often difficult – if 
not impossible – to answer with the available data. As such, there is 
often a lack of clear communication in academic writing that makes it 
difficult to discern the true intent of a study or experiment. A large part of 
this poor communication results from the absence of a clear, well-
defined, and explicit hypothesis. This project, therefore, presents the 
preliminary results of a study aimed at identifying the extent of these 
communication issues in recent archaeological writing. To do this, we 
assess the presence or absence of explicit hypotheses in 
palaeoarchaeology papers published in well-established journals from 
2017-2021. From our previous experience reading palaeoarchaeology
papers, we expected there to be a distinct lack of explicit hypotheses.

Methodology
The articles reviewed in this study were selected from four major, 

well-established journals: Journal of Archaeological Method and Theory
(JAMT), Journal of Archaeological Science (JAS), Nature, and Scientific 
Reports. The articles included were those which dealt with palaeolithic 
archaeology from the past five years (2017-2021). To ensure a robust 
dataset, some articles outside the normal bounds of the Palaeolithic 
were included: those which dealt with archaeology in Australia and the 
Americas up to 12,000 years BP, and those with data that reached 
beyond, but asked questions relevant to, the Palaeolithic (e.g., Crombé 
et al. 2021). In total, we identified at least 144 relevant articles: 33 from 
JAMT, 77 from JAS, 2 from Nature, and 32 from Science Reports. To 
analyze these articles, we asked the following questions:

• Was the “big” hypothesis (the overarching question or idea) stated 
explicitly?

• Was the “major” hypothesis (the aspect of the big hypothesis 
relevant to the paper) stated explicitly?

• Was the “test” hypothesis (the specific question being asked, or 
experiment being conducted) stated explicitly?

• Were the potential outcomes stated explicitly?
• Did the “test” hypothesis directly address the “big” hypothesis?
• Were the results of the study positive or negative (i.e., was the 

hypothesis supported)?
• Were the methods used appropriate?

At present, 92 articles have been coded, with the majority of the 
remaining articles being from JAS.

Preliminary Results
The presence of each kind of hypothesis was analyzed per journal (Figures 1 and 2). In 

JAMT, 88% of articles had a big hypothesis, 20% had a major hypothesis, and 20% had a test 
hypothesis. Only 12% of articles had all three hypotheses. In Science Reports, 69% of articles 
had a big hypothesis, 56% had a major hypothesis, and 50% had a test hypothesis. 41% of 
Science Reports articles had all three hypotheses. Of the two Nature articles, both (100%) had 
a big and major hypothesis; only one (50%) had a test hypothesis. Thus, one article (50%) had 
all three hypotheses. In JAS, 14% of the coded articles had a big hypothesis, 64% had a major 
hypothesis, and 45% had a test hypothesis; 23% of articles had all three hypotheses present.

Discussion
Due to the small sample size from Nature, those two articles are 

not considered in this discussion. Currently, some preliminary inter-
journal patterns are visible:

• JAMT has the highest prevalence of an explicit big hypothesis 
(88%), while JAS has the lowest prevalence of an explicit big 
hypothesis (14%).

• Science Reports is the most likely to have all three hypotheses 
present (41%), while JAMT is least likely to have all three 
hypotheses present (12%). This may be because of the nature of 
each journal: JAMT is discipline-specific, while Science Reports
publishes research from multiple disciplines.

Some preliminary intra-journal patterns are also observable: 
• JAMT articles appear more likely to have an explicit big hypothesis 

(88%) than explicit major and test hypotheses (20% each).
• JAS articles are more likely to have a major hypothesis (64%), and 

least likely to have a big hypothesis (14%). These proportions may 
change when the remainder of the JAS articles are coded. 

• Science Reports articles have relatively similar levels of 
hypotheses, with big hypotheses favoured slightly more (69% to 
56% presence of major hypotheses and 50% presence of test 
hypotheses).

Currently, there are no observable trends over time in our data. It is 
unclear how the rest of the JAS articles will affect these results.

While measures were taken to ensure the validity of these results, 
our study inevitably has limitations. These are primarily due to the inter-
coder variation. While we attempted to control for this by conducting a 
short pilot study (not included in these results), some issues still arose. 
Primarily, there were different approaches to what constituted an 
“explicit” hypothesis. While no adjustments have been made for these 
preliminary results, they will be made for the final results. Furthermore, 
the final results of this project will also include a discussion of the 
appropriateness of the methods used in palaeoarchaeological work.

Conclusion
In short, this study identifies 144 articles on palaeoarchaeology

from four major journals, Journal of Archaeological Method and Theory, 
Science Reports, Nature, and Journal of Archaeological Science, and 
presents the preliminary results for the analysis of 92 of those 
articles. Specifically, we analyzed the presence/absence of three levels 
of hypotheses — big, major, and test — to identify whether the scientific 
method is being appropriately applied to these studies. While these 
results are preliminary, they do show an overall lack of well-
communicated hypotheses. Future iterations of this research will result 
in more articles being coded, adjustments for inter-coder variation, and 
an analysis of the appropriateness of the methods used. The results of 
this study can impact the ways in which palaeoarchaeologists think of 
their work, and how that work is communicated to both academic and 
public audiences. 
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For JAMT and Science Reports, the percentage of each kind of hypothesis present was 
analyzed per year (Figures 3-5). This was to allow for any trends over time to be identified. 
When all articles from JAS are coded, their results will also be analyzed across time. 

Figure 4. Presence of a major hypothesis in JAMT and Science 
Reports articles over time.

Figure 5. Presence of a test hypothesis in JAMT and Science 
Reports articles over time.

Figure 2. Presence of articles with all three hypotheses in all 
journals.

Figure 3. Presence of a big hypothesis in JAMT and Science 
Reports articles over time.

Figure 1. Presence of each kind of hypothesis in all journals.
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